repeat tracts are intermediates in CTG amplification.
Introduction consequence of CTG hairpin formation on the lagging template (Kang et al., 1995a) . However, the strong bias Trinucleotide repeats associated with several human toward repeat amplification to sizes that can exceed 10 genetic disorders, including myotonic dystrophy (DM), kb when a threshold of 80 repeats is crossed is not a show distinct inheritance patterns that vary as a function of the length of the repeated sequence (reviewed in feature of these systems. Factors contributing to such Bates and Lehrach, 1994). DM-associated CTG repeats differences are currently unclear. Evaluation of the in the range found in the normal population (n ϭ 3-35)
mechanistic basis of such differences should provide show Mendelian inheritance with rare instances of small significant insights into the fundamental relationship bechanges in repeat length (Davies et al., 1992) . At the low tween nucleic acid structure, length, and processes end of the repeat range associated with DM (n ϭ 50-80), such as replication and repair on triplet repeat instability repeat amplification occurs as a function of length, such and amplification. that relatively large (n ϭ ‫)002ف‬ expansions grow more
We describe a bacterial system in which CTG repeats frequent with increasing repeat number. When CTG show bimodal amplification occurring either as incretracts exceed a threshold of 80 repeats, the pattern of mental changes in repeat size or as discrete saltatory instability changes starkly, resulting in a high frequency changes ranging from 2 kb to Ͼ6 kb in length. The of large saltatory amplifications (n ϭ 120-1250) ( [CTG] 500 . CTG amplification requires loss of sbcC, a muber might result as a consequence of two mechanisms: tation that has been previously shown to facilitate crucione operational at repeat numbers Ͻ80, resulting in relaform viability (reviewed in Leach, 1994) . As SbcC modutively small changes in repeat length, while another may lates single strand (ss) endonuclease and double strand underlie unstable replication events occurring after the (ds) exonuclease activity of the SbcCD complex (Conrepeat number has crossed a threshold value of 80, nelly and Leach, 1996) , our results suggest that formation of noncanonical secondary structures containing ss regions in Okazaki fragments and/or ds breaks in † To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: sitaredd@ hsc.usc.edu).
repeat tracts are intermediates in CTG amplification. [CTG] n derivative grown to an absorbance of ‫5.0ف‬ at 550 nm in a volume of 500 ml. Representative amplificasimilar to those observed at 25ЊC (data not shown).
Thus, these results demonstrate that the probability tions at 25ЊC are shown in Figures 3A and 3B . At 25ЊC, expansions occurring predominantly as a of CTG amplification is influenced both by the orientation of replication and the replication temperature such continuum of incremental changes were first detected at a repeat number of n ϭ 120 ( Figure 3A , lane 2), while that expansions predominate at 16ЊC-25ЊC when CTG repeats are encoded on Okazaki fragments, while delediscrete saltatory amplifications were found to represent a significant fraction of all expansions at a repeat numtions prevail at 37ЊC when the lagging template encodes CTG sequences. Amplified CTG tracts were found to ber of n ϭ 330 ( Figure 3B , lane 5). Although saltatory amplifications were visible in amplifications observed show either incremental changes that occurred as a continuum or discrete saltatory expansions. These patat all tract lengths, the ratio of saltatory amplifications to incremental expansions increased as a function of terns of amplification suggest that random, nonuniform mutational events may be responsible for the incremenrepeat size (compare lanes 1 and 2 in Figure 3A with lanes 5 and 6 in Figure 3B ). Repeat tracts in pTVtal increases in repeat size, while uniform, nonrandom events underlie the discrete saltatory expansions ob-
[CTG] 2 and 20 remained stable and did not show the amplification patterns described ( Figure 3A, lanes 3 and 4) . ., 1993) . However, a number that allows mechanistic comparisons to be made may be the probability of expansion with respect to the ratio of the tract size to Okazaki fragment size. In humans, the probability of large saltatory amplifications increases sharply when CTG tract size/Okazaki frag- changes and large discrete amplifications that were Ͼ4 kb in size ( Figure 3D ). With a further increase in repeat formed into SURE cells, and plasmid DNAs isolated from size, saltatory amplifications ranging from 1 kb to Ͼ7 a minimum of 16 independent colonies, grown as 5 ml kb in length (three of ten 500 ml cultures studied) precultures at 25ЊC, were digested with SrfI/SalI. Plasmids dominated ( Figure 3E) by retransforming 5 l of the rescued plasmids from three independent colonies each of SURE[SbcCϩ/pTVThese results demonstrate that both the rate and pattern of CTG amplification vary as a function of length.
[ (Figreplication at 37ЊC, 25ЊC, or 16ЊC (data not shown) . 
ure 4E). Comparison of genotypes (Experimental Procedures) Lastly, the integrity of the [CTG] 500 tracts replicated suggests that mutations allowing expansion in SURE in SURE[SbcCϩ/pTV-[CTG] 500 ] cells was compared to cells may include loss of five replication and repair pro-[CTG] 500 tracts replicated in SURE cells (Figures 4F and teins (SbcC UvrC RecB RecJ UmuC). In this set of muta-4G). Diluted aliquots of the mix of plasmids obtained tions, SbcC loss is of particular interest as it is

